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Infiniti Achieves AWS
Storage Competency Status
Sacramento, CA -- June 12, 2017
Infiniti, a Sacramento-based cloud services and IT consulting company,
announced today that it has achieved Amazon Web Services (AWS) Storage
Competency status. This designation recognizes Infiniti has demonstrated deep
expertise that helps customers achieve their cloud storage goals.
Infiniti’s President, Scott Drossos, commented, “Infiniti is delighted to be
recognized with AWS Storage Competency status. Infiniti’s talented staff of cloud
storage experts thrive on serving our clients and leveraging AWS Cloud storage
solutions that meet immediate and long term needs, and are architecturally
sound.”
Infiniti has a long and deep history of providing Cloud and IT solutions to the
California public sector and achieving the AWS Storage Competency
differentiates the company in California. In April, the California Department of
Technology (CDT) awarded Infiniti a 7-year agreement to be California’s sole
source provider of AWS cloud storage solutions to government entities. The
award came as a result of being selected through the state’s competitive Vendor
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Hosted Storage Solutions (VHSS) bid. The agreement allows any California
government funded client to procure directly from the CDT VHSS contract. The
contract covers all types of AWS cloud storage solutions so California
government customers can now seamlessly address their cloud storage needs
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through AWS.
Infiniti’s AWS Storage Competency status supports the integration of the
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AWS Competency Program, of which Infiniti has already partnered with others
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such as NetApp, Commvault, CloudEndure and CloudBerry. Building a complete
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requirements – from primary storage, to back-up, archival or business continuity &
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storage solutions.”
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Through the AWS Storage Competency, organizations can find quality AWS
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Partner Network (APN) members validated from internal AWS teams for storage
that have the knowledge and experience to help them build a solution and
leverage the AWS cloud to meet their requirements.
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